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Because of numerous dormant application �elds, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have emerged as an important and novel area
in radio and mobile computing research. �ese applications range from enclosed system con�gurations in the home and o�ce to
alfresco enlistment in an opponent’s landmass in a strategic �ashpoint. Cognitive radio networks (CRNs) can be created by
integrating radio link capabilities with network layer operations utilizing cognitive radios. �e goal of CRN design is to optimize
the general system operations to meet customer requirements at any location worldwide by much more e�ciently addressing
CRNs instead of simply connecting spectrum utilization. When compared to conventional radio networks, CRNs are more
versatile and susceptible to wireless connections. Recent advancements in wireless communication have resulted in increasing
spectrum scarcity. As a modern innovation, cognitive radio aims to tackle this challenge by proactively utilizing the spectrum.
Because cognitive radio (CR) technology gives assailants additional possibilities than a normal wireless network, privacy in a CRN
becomes a di�cult challenge. We concentrate on examining the surveillance system at a societal level, in which both defense and
monitoring are critical components in assuring the channel’s privacy.�e current state of investigation into spectrum sensing and
potential risks in cognitive radios is reviewed in this study.

1. Introduction

WSNs have caught the imagination of academic researchers
during the last generation due to their immense variety of
possible applications. A WSN is made up of thousands or
millions of small sensors, processors, and communication
devices that are used to analyze a real situation. �ey are
anticipated to play a crucial part in an extensive choice of
activities, including essential surveillance systems, bush�re
tracking, and facility security measures. Communication
and networking, two of the most basic human needs, are
necessary for developing social bonds and communicating a
range of feelings and wants, and they are vital to civilization.
In technology, digitalization [1] and network administration

[2] serve as technological assistance to social interaction.
Researchers are rethinking the consequences of classic ar-
chitectural models and strategies for communications and
networking in the wake of contemporary increases in usage
of high quality of service (QoS) pervasive electronic
technology.

E�ective spectrum usage has become a major concern
with the continued growth for spectrum in wireless con-
nectivity. Cognitive radio (CR) has emerged as the main
system to meet this critical need. A CR is a communication
platform that is alert and responsive and adjusts its core
factors to ensure e�ective and stable transmission while
maximizing resource utilization [3]. Among the numerous
types of wireless technology providing Internet connection
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as well as other operations, incorporating multiple wireless
networks and using one of them effectively, based on the
communication contexts and varied technical specifications, is
a remarkably successful notion. Also, this leads to the estab-
lishment of cognitive radio via software-defined radio (SDR).
Basically, the main objective of this concept was to increase
spectrum usage. )e desire for spectrum for future wireless
applications is growing, and there is a spectrum shortage for
these applications. Cognitive radio technology appears to be a
plausible option for wireless network frequency shortages
[4, 5]. It defines consumers of 2 types in wireless networks:
approved consumers and abandoned consumers, allowing for
optimal use of limited available spectrum [6]. Unlicensed users
can use a band that is not provisionally utilized by approved
users in CRN. When a licensed user claims to be using the
spectrum, the unlicensed user should return it and look for
another spectrum. Because the spectrum in cognitive radio
networks is employed periodically, conventional strategies
cannot meet the specific network demands. In order to control
the changing frequency band and assure quality of service, a
collection of methods must be developed (QoS).

Cognitive radio (CR) [7, 8] is a crucial platform that helps
adaptive resource systems to use bandwidth better effectively in
an advantageous manner [6, 9, 10] and provides a ground-
breaking viewpoint in the building of technique which provides
communication networks [11–13]. Secondary users (SUs), or
unapproved customers, in CRN are envisaged to be capable of
sensing and analyze their surroundings, gaining knowledge
from environmental factors, and connecting directly to the li-
censed bands to accomplish extremely accurate correspondence
without interfering with primary users (PUs) or licensed users.
)e key purposes of CR technology in CRNs are as follows:

(1) Spectrum is able to sense or determine the spectrum
band and detect the existence of PUs

(2) Spectral efficiency or choosing the appropriate
available frequency spectrum sensing to meet users’
communication requirements

(3) Spectrum sharing or coordinating access to this
broadcaster with other customers

(4) Spectrum analysis or vacating the broadcaster when
a PU is discovered

Because individuals in CRNs are sentient and have the
potential to study, understand, and react to change their
productivity, graph theory and game theory are two well-
developed methods that support detailed investigation into
connectivity and usage patterns [14].

)e paper is organized in such a way that Section 2
reveals the fundamentals of CRN; Section 3 provides the
spectrum sensing functionalities; and Section 3 gives the key
security challenges and methodologies to tackle. Finally, we
conclude in Section 4.

2. Fundamental Features of the CRN

2.1. Evolution of Software-Defined Radio. Modifying radio
devices quickly and affordably has become crucial for
businesses because of the explosive growth in the means and

methods by which users need to converse—data corre-
spondence, voice services, virtual assistants, telecast no-
tifications, coordination and control messaging,
emergency response connectivity, and so on. Recently,
software-defined radio (SDR) has been widely preferred
by various telecom operators, device manufacturers, and
end consumers due to its power efficiency, versatility, and
cost-effectiveness. Software-defined radio, often known as
software radio or SDR, is categorized in a variety of terms.
)e SDR Conference has attempted to develop a de-
scription of SDR that offers uniformity and a clear
overview of the technique and its accompanying advan-
tages. )is description was developed in partnership with
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
P1900.1 group. Software-defined radio is simply radio in
which most or all of the physical layer functionalities are
determined by software. Any model that remotely collects
and transmits signals in the radio frequency (RF) region of
the electromagnetic spectrum is referred to as a radio.
Radios can be found in a wide variety of modern products,
including smart phones, workstations, car door openings,
transportation, and televisions.

An SDR is a radio communication system that processes
and converts digital signals using software-based compo-
nents that are programmable. )ese radio devices, as op-
posed to conventional radio communication systems, are
very adaptable and versatile. )is is a cutting-edge tech-
nology that connects our ever-expanding digital
environment.

A typical SDR system has an analog front-end and a
digital back-end, as seen in Figure 1. )e transmit (Tx) and
receive (Rx) operations of a radio communication system are
handled by the analog front-end. )e highest bandwidth
SDR platforms, which are often found close to DC-18GHz,
are built to function over a wide frequency range.

2.1.1. Related Technologies of SDR. For several additional
reconfigurable radio devices that are frequently discussed in
the advanced wireless sector, SDR can serve as a crucial
enabling technology. Although none of these radio types
must use SDR to be implemented, SDR technologies can
provide them with the flexibility they need to realize their
full potential, which has the potential to save costs and
improve system efficiencies:

Adaptive Radio. Adaptive radio is a sort of radio in which
communication devices are equipped with a way to track
their own performance and alter their operating conditions
to enhance it. Higher levels of adaptability are made possible
using SDR innovations in a reactive radio system, leading to
improved communications connection efficiency and
durability.

Cognitive Radio. )e term “cognitive radio” refers to radio in
which communication systems are conscious of their inner
representation and surroundings, including location and RF
spectrum usage at that location. By comparing these data to
predetermined targets, they can decide on their radio
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operating behavior. Many go on to characterize radio
technology as using capabilities like software-defined radio,
adaptive radio, and others to autonomously modify its
behavior or operations to achieve desired goals. By utilizing
these components, end users will be able to utilize the
available wireless connections and frequency bands to their
fullest potential using a standard set of radio equipment.

Intelligent Radio. Cognitive radio with machine learning
capabilities is known as intelligent radio. )is enables the
cognitive radio to better meet the needs of the end user by
improving the way it adjusts to changes in performance and
surroundings. )ese radio technologies such as adaptive
radio, cognitive radio, and intelligent radio do not always
refer to a single piece of hardware but may instead include
elements dispersed throughout an entire network[15–17].

Figure 2 depicts the vital role that SDR plays in various
markets.

2.2. Cognitive Radio. )e electromagnetic spectrum is re-
quired for wireless communication devices to deliver data.
)e administration of a region or a province has given its
approval for the usage of the spectrum. Nevertheless, there is
fierce rivalry for the limited amount of acceptable spectrum
that is accessible given the number of wireless network
carriers already operating. As a result, the government
auctions the spectrum to numerous Internet providers. Each
auction winner receives complete access to a certain spec-
trum band and is referred to as the primary user (PU). )e
PUs now possess the legal authority over the portion of the
spectrum that was given to them. )e CR is a smart device
that communicates to detect the full-spectrum to identify the
unoccupied streams and unscrupulously use these unoc-
cupied channels of communication as and when necessary.
Utilizing these idle channels strategically can improve the
use of the priceless spectrum.)e SUs may be allowed by CR
to use the licensed streams of the PUs on a contractual or as-
needed basis. )e capacity of nodes to change any of their
transmission or reception properties to adapt to a constantly
changing world can serve as the foundation for effective
wireless interactions between people.

Firstly, CR is a radio frequency transceiver created to
quickly exploit the unoccupied radio spectrum without dis-
turbing other authorized users’ transmissions by cognitively
detecting whether a specific radio spectrum section is in use. A
transponder can cognitively determine which methods of

communication are already in use but which others are not
even in cognitive radio (CR), a type of radio connectivity.
)e transponder then immediately switches to bidirectional
communication, eliminating busy signals. )ese features aid
in the radio frequency (RF) spectrum’s best possible utili-
zation. It lessens its possible meaning overall. Additionally,
it boosts bandwidth utilization and enhances consumers’
quality of service (QoS) by eliminating congested channels.
)e wireless RF spectrum is a finite resource that is often
distributed via licensing. )e Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) and the National Telecommunications
and Information Administration are jointly in charge of it in
the United States (NTIA). )e NTIAmanages the frequency
for government (such as the military and FBI) usage, while
the FCC handles the same for nonfederal (commercial) uses.
)e licensed spectrum is not always exploited to its full
potential. Because of this, some bands are overused (such as
the GSM cellular networks) while others are comparatively
underutilized (e. g., military).)e amount of data that can be
delivered to customers is constrained by the spectrum’s
inefficiency, which also decreases the level of service. )is
finite resource is quickly turning scarce due to the increase of
connected devices in use. Utilizing cognitive radio effectively
allows for the fair, optimal, and intelligent sharing of this
resource. Table 1 depicts the radio frequency bands that CR
optimizes for efficient communication.

A cognitive radio network (CRN) consists of two key
systems: a core system and a subsidiary system. )e core
radio base station and model conceptualize up the main
system, which is the owner of the licensed band. )e core
network and the secondary network split the available
bandwidth. Users and the cognitive radio ground station
make up the system. )e following three features set cog-
nitive radio apart from conventional radio.

2.2.1. Cognitive. CR is aware of its physical and operational
surroundings.

2.2.2. Reconfiguration. Using this cognitive understanding,
CR may choose to modify its parameters dynamically and
independently.

Switch
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Radio ADC/DAC Digital Back
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Figure 1: Basic block diagram of SDR.
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Figure 2: SDR applications.
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2.2.3. Learning. CR can take what it has learned and try new
setups in other circumstances.

)e basic goal of CR is to maximize the restricted band’s
usage by empowering SUs to gain exercise of the right to the
radio spectrum that PUs control. CR is a situational smart
radio developed on a software-defined radio framework that
is independent of human customization by understanding
and adapting to the transmission medium. CR is a link-level
technique that necessitates accurate spectrum sensor in-
formation, dynamic spectrum access, and possibly cus-
tomizable radio compatibility, among other things. As a
result, as illustrated in Figure 3, SUs could modify their
propagation to fit into the spectral gap. Cognitive ability and
extensibility are the two fundamental properties of CR.
Cognitive ability of CR is the process of capturing or per-
ceive knowledge out of its radio signal; refinement of CR is
the capability to proactively adapt operational conditions for
the transponder without modifying the hardware device. As
a result, spectrum consciousness is provided via cognitive
capability, while refinement allows the radio to be vigorously
programmed in response to the wireless signal.

A basic CRN model is shown in Figure 4, which is filled
with PUs, SUs, relay nodes, and base stations. In CRNs, Fig-
ure 4 depicts one impulsive connection window. In practice,
there are two forms of (CRN) in use: clustered and scattered.
)e clustered network is a framework-based system in which
auxiliary base stations oversee the SUs, which are inter-
connected by a wired backbone. )e SUs interact with one
another on an ad hoc basis in a distributed system. Two SUs in
direct transmission range can share relevant information, but
SUs in oblique transmission range must share information
through numerous steps. In a distributed system, spectrum
sensing is frequently done jointly.

A CRN can detect accessible networks and communi-
cation systems in its immediate vicinity, relying on spectrum
sensing to maximize spectrum consumption. CNRs are
forms of heterogeneous networks that are made up of
multiple types of communication devices and services. In-
stead of focusing on link transmission rate, the goal of CRN
architecture design is to improve overall network utilization
as depicted in Figure 5. In fact, network usage from the
customer’s viewpoint implies that they will just meet their
requirements, whenever and everywhere, by connecting
CRNS without interfering with other systems. CRNs can be
used in centralized-based networks, disseminated, ad hoc,
and mesh topologies to support both authorized and un-
registered applications.

In the framework model depicted in Figure 6, amobile
station can only connect to a base station or access point via
a single hop. MS in the same base station or transmission
access point’s variability interconnecting with each other via
the BS/AP.Mainstay/essential networks serve as a conduit
for communication between cells. )e ad hoc architecture
has no infrastructure facilities. If an MS identifies that ad-
ditional MSs are around and can be connected via com-
municating standards/protocols, they can find the
correlation and form an ad hoc system, which can be seen in
Figure 7. )e Mesh design, as depicted in Figure 8, is a
composite wireless mesh system that combines infra-
structural and ad hoc design by permitting wireless con-
nections among BSs/APs.

2.3. Facets of Cognitive Radio

2.3.1. Spectrum Sensing. To locate users who have the proper
authorization to use a certain band, CR devices monitor the
spectrum in their immediate vicinity. Additionally, they
search for “white spaces” or “spectrum gaps,” which are
underused regions of the RF spectrum. )ese holes can be
used without a license and are dynamically formed and
erased. Spectrum sensing can be helpful or unhelpful. While
each cognitive radio (CR) device functions independently in
a noncooperative manner, the cooperative method allows
CR devices to share spectrum information. )e require-
ments for spectrum sensing are depicted in Figure 9.

2.3.2. Spectrum Database. )e FCC has a database where
TV stations update their RF spectrum usage for the up-
coming week. Cognitive radio devices do not need to rely on
complicated, time-consuming, and expensive spectrum
sensing techniques because they can search this database for
information about available spectrum. )is method’s dis-
advantage is that the database finds it challenging to update
dynamic spectrum activity in real time. )erefore, CR de-
vices might pass up chances to access untapped spectrum. A
combined strategy is helpful to handle the expanding
number of devices that use the RF band. It guarantees that
devices may promptly and precisely identify unutilized
spectrum, thereby enhancing QoS.

2.4. Novel Architecture of Cognitive Radio. In a cognitive
radio, there are two main segments: a cognition section that
decides depending on multiple signals and a versatile SDR
unit whose operating software offers a variety of potential
operation conditions. A distinct channel estimation com-
ponent is frequently added to the original design process of a
cognitive radio to monitor the broadcast environment to
identify the existence of other facilities or clients. It is crucial
to remember that these modules may have elements dis-
persed over a whole network rather than defining a single
piece of equipment. Because of this, cognitive radio is fre-
quently referred to as a cognitive network or a cognitive
radio system.)e block diagram in Figure 10 shows how the
cognition component is further split into two pieces. Based

Table 1: Radio frequency bands.

RF band Frequency
Very low frequency (VLF) 9 kHz to 30 kHz
Low frequency (LF) 30 kHz to 300 kHz
Medium frequency (MF) 300 kHz to 3MHz
High frequency (HF) 3MHz to 30MHz
Very high frequency (VHF) 30MHz to 300MHz
Ultra-high frequency (UHF) 300MHz to 3GHz
Super-high frequency (SHF) 3GHz to 30GHz
Extremely high frequency (EHF) 30GHz to 300GHz
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on the parameters obtained describing the radio’s present
internal state and operational context, the first component,
called the “cognitive engine,” seeks to identify a solution or

optimize a stated goal. )e “policy engine” is the next en-
abler, and it is used to assure that the “cognitive engine’s”
response complies with legal requirements and other ex-
ternally imposed policies.

3. Spectrum Sensing Strategies and Challenges

As previously stated, the licensed spectrum is currently
underutilized. As a result, there are possible spectrum gaps
in the licensed spectrum that can be effectively used for
conversation by secondary/unlicensed networks or users.
Cognitive users must undertake spectrum sensing to assess
the existence of spectrum gaps.

A smart device like CR may be able to simulate its lo-
cation- and time-varying surroundings to choose the op-
timum carrier frequencies, mechanisms, and connections
for interaction. )e basic cognitive cycle is shown in
Figure 11.

A cognition cycle is one that engages with the outside
world. Stimuli are sent to the cognition cycle for a response
as interruptions reach the wireless medium. )is spectrum
sensing constantly scans the environment, then directs,
makes plans, chooses, and acts. In these stages, machine
learning is utilized. Cognitive radio offers rest and wake-
fulness that help machine learning since the compilation of
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Figure 6: Infrastructure model.
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information via machine languagemight be computationally
complex. )e radio will not be used during the rest periods,
which is a reasonably long amount of time, but it still has
enough electrical power for processing. )e radio employs
machine learning techniques while users are sleeping to
meet their demands.

A new primary cognitive cycle begins during the wake
period whenever a new stimulus is received on any of its
sensors. )e cognitive radio analyses the incoming infor-
mation streams to gauge its surroundings. Additionally,
listening to radio programs like the weather channel and
stock ticker tapes is included. To determine the user’s
communications context, it additionally reads location,
temperature, and light level sensors during the observation
phase. )e priority attached to the stimulus is used by the
cognitive radio to orient on to it. An “Immediate” path could
be promptly triggered by a power outage. When a network
has an irrecoverable signal loss, resources may need to be
redistributed, such as from input analysis to alternative RF
channel searches. )e path marked “Urgent” is how to do
this. However, a plan would typically be generated to re-
spond to an incoming network message. Plan creation is a
part of planning. )e candidate plans are chosen in the
“Decide” step. )e radio may provide the user the option to
be informed of an incoming message or to postpone it until a
later time. Acting uses an impact or component to start the
chosen procedures. Judgments and perceptions influence
learning. )ese actions are depicted in Figure 12.

(i) Observe: the ability of CR to detect the surround-
ings gives it full-awareness of that environment.
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Figure 10: CR architectural framework.
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Figure 11: Basic cognition cycle.
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(ii) Orient: the significance of the data gathered is
evaluated.

(iii) Plan: CR analyses all its possibilities for efficiency
improvement based on the evidence gathered.

(iv) Decide: the finest option is chosen from the ones
that are offered.

(v) Act: for capacity improvements, CR follows the
optimum plan of action. CR then updates the dis-
tortion pattern to incorporate the adjustments.

(vi) Learn: the CR uses learning strategies to use all its
prior perceptions and judgments to inform its
present and potential judgments.

In Figure 13, we depict the taxonomy of conventional
and under-research strategies to sense spectrum using CRN.
Spectrum sensing gathers data about spectrum usage in
various aspects, including location, time, frequencies, cod-
ing, and direction [18]. Spectrum sensing is the duty of
detecting and being conscious of factors connected to radio
channel properties, as well as instantaneous assessment of
signal categories inhabiting the band, frequency hopping,
shape, signal power, and so forth. Various strategies for
effective spectrum sensing have been presented. Energy
detection (ED), matched filter detection (MFD), cyclo-sta-
tionary-based detection (CSD), and cooperative/collabora-
tive spectrum sensing (CSS) are the most popular.

Energy detection uses white Gaussian noise with a very
precise power spectral density measurement [19]. )is hy-
pothesis provides a high likelihood of detection including for
relatively brief transmissions. It is proved that identification of
these impulses by a multichannel radiometer might be

significantly more challenging in practice than suggested by
the conventional result by explicitly considering the influence
of imprecise information on the disturbance conversion ef-
ficiency [20]. Despite the minimal complexity of ED, it faces a
number of difficulties, including the assortment of an ap-
propriate limit for sensing PUs, the helplessness to distinguish
among PUs and clatter, deprived recital in the case of blow out
band indicators, and deprived recital below short SNR [21].
Figure 14 depicts the workings of the energy detection model.

Figure 14 calculates the energy of the samples as the
squared magnitude of the FFT averaged over the number of
samples N. )is is given by

TED �
1
N



N

n�1
(Y[n])

2
, (1)

where N denotes the total number of received samples and
Y[n] denotes the nth received sample. To determine the
sensing choice, the computation’s output is then measured
against a specified limit. )e prime consumer is deemed
available if the energy is above the limit; alternatively, the
prime customer is deemed absent.

Unlike matched filtering, cyclo-stationary analysis is a
noncoherent strategy since it does not require intensity or
phase synchronization as depicted in Figure 15. As a result,
for signals with uncertain carrier wave and symbol syn-
chronization, CSD is a very appealing approach that may be
recognized via cyclo-stationary study and used as a special
code. )e computational cost and detection speed can be
easily modified in the current electromagnetic environment.
When compared to older radiation detectors, the compu-
tational study’s findings produce satisfying results.
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Figure 12: Actions of cognitive cycle.
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)e notion of this technique is depicted in Figure 15,
where the fast Fourier transform of the incoming analog
signal is computed by the N-point FFT block after the
analog-to-digital converter block digitizes it. )ese FFT
values are then aggregated over N elements and associated
with one another. To determine the sensing conclusion,
pattern filtering is done on the aggregate of the results.

If the signal’s means and autocorrelation are regular, the
incoming signal y(t) is said to be cyclo-stationary. )is can
be quantitatively stated as follows:

my(t) � A[y(t)] � my t + T0( ,

Cy(t,ω) � Cy t + T0,ω ,
(2)

where T0 stands for the signal’s period, A for the antici-
pation operator, Cy for the signal’s autocorrelation function,
and ω for the time skew.

CRs can use collaborative detecting to counteract the
issues related to fading, occlusions, and loudness ambiguity,
as well as to solve the concealed principal errors and bugs.
)is results in enhanced discovery execution results, lower
compassion requirements, and shorter sensing times, on the
acceptance of increased collaboration overhead. As a result,
achieving an optimal trade-off between cooperative and
cooperation overhead is a difficulty in cooperative sensing.
Because the location of PU in CR is unknown, local sensing
may reduce sensing performance. Obliging sensing based on
views gathered through space communication from distinct
CR groups at different locations can be used to generate
integrated cooperative conclusions that transcend the in-
adequacies of individual CR node insights. Because coop-
erative sensing exploits geographical diversity, it is
exceedingly improbable that all CR manipulators will ex-
perience fading, masking, or clatter ambiguity at the same

SPECTRUM SENSING

LOCAL COOPERATIVE

ED CSS MF DISTRIBUTED CENTRALIZED

So�
Decision

Hard
Decision Both
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Figure 13: A taxonomy of spectrum sensing strategies.
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moment. As a result, individual observations on the con-
dition of the band from diverse CR manipulators can be
pooled to reach a consensus on the inclusion or exclusion of
PU.

)e abovementioned narrowband sensing methods are
contrasted in Table 2. )e first technique, energy detection,
is straightforward and simple to use because it does not
require any prior knowledge of the signal’s characteristics.
One of its drawbacks is that it cannot tell the difference
between the signal and noise. Additionally, it performs
poorly in terms of detection at low SNR levels and is more
subject to noise uncertainty.)e performance of this sensing
technique can be improved by dynamic threshold selection
and increasing the sample size, albeit at the expense of longer
sensing times.

3.1. Wideband Spectrum Sensing Approaches. )e goal of
wideband spectrum sensing techniques is to detect a fre-
quency band that is wider than the channel’s coherence
band. For instance, wideband spectrum sensing techniques
should be used to take advantage of spectral opportunities
throughout the whole ultra-high frequency (UHF) TV range
(between 300MHz and 3GHz). It is important to note that
narrowband sensing techniques cannot be used to accom-
plish wideband spectrum sensing since they can only
identify the broad spectrum as a whole and not the specific
spectral possibilities that exist within it.

)ere are two basic types of solutions for the wideband
detection challenge, depending on the sample frequency.

Quan et al. proposed a novel method to sense the
spectrum in the wideband spectrum. Multiband joint de-
tection is a unique wideband spectrum sensing approach
that concurrently recognizes the principal signals
throughout many frequency bands rather than just one
channel at a time [38]. )e “spectrum sensing challenge” is
explicitly defined as a set of optimization problems that aim
to increase the consolidated serendipitous throughput of a
CR while keeping disturbance to the primary users under
predefined restrictions. Under real-world circumstances, it
is possible to identify the most effective approaches for
multiband joint detection by making use of the hidden
convexity in problems that appear to be nonconvex. It is also
considered that due to channel ageing or masking, indi-
vidual CRs might not be capable of consistently discerning
feeble core impulses. )e effectiveness of the suggested
spectrum sensing methods has been tested numerically.

)e signal spectrum over a broad frequency range is
divided into fundamental subbands, which are distinguished
from one another by their regional variations in frequency.
)e wavelet transform is used to discover and assess the local
spectral asymmetric shape, which conveys substantial in-
formation on the frequency ranges and energy spectral
distributions of the subbands. )e wavelet transform is a
potent statistical tool for investigating discontinuities and
boundaries. Along these lines, a few wideband spectrum
sensing methods are created based on the multiscale wavelet
derivatives and local maxima of the wavelet transform
modulus. To find and detect the unused spectrum in the

signal spectrum, the suggested sensing approaches offer an
efficient radio sensing architecture [39].

Any CR network’s main responsibility is to proactively
scan the radio spectrum and correctly identify any frequency
band segments that could be utilized for the communication
link(s). Consequently, a spectrum analyzer is required for
each CR node in the network. In this study, we suggest filter
banks as a tool for CR systems’ spectrum sensing. Different
filter bank options are presented, and their effectiveness is
assessed theoretically and using numerical examples. Ad-
ditionally, the)omson’s multitaper (MT) technique, which
has recently been acknowledged as the optimum option for
spectrum sensing in CR systems, is examined with the
suggested spectrum analyzer [40].

Any CR network’s main responsibility is to proactively
scan the radio spectrum and correctly identify any frequency
band segments that could be utilized for the communication
link (s). Consequently, a spectrum analyzer is required for
each CR node in the network. In this study, we suggest filter
banks as a tool for CR systems’ spectrum sensing. Different
filter bank options are presented, and their effectiveness is
assessed theoretically and using numerical examples. Ad-
ditionally, the)omson’s multitaper (MT) technique, which
has recently been acknowledged as the optimum option for
spectrum sensing in CR systems, is examined with the
suggested spectrum analyzer [41].

Wideband detection is first realized by assuming that the
necessary spectrum may be sampled at the normal Nyquist
rate [42]. Some methods in this situation assume that the
issue can be split up into numerous narrowband detection
issues. Others just use edge detection to attempt to differ-
entiate between the occupied segments and the empty ones.
When practical concerns are considered, the high compu-
tational complexity of the solutions, the high computational
complexity of the required ultra-high sample rates, and the
high computational complexity of the required sensing time
present a common issue. Table 3 lists the algorithm, its
classification, its brief description and limitations, and the
relevant recent references.

3.2. Research Challenges in Spectrum Sensing. Spectrum
sensing systems must have a high likelihood of detection and
a low probability of false alarm to reduce the effects of
harmful interference [42]. However, there are several
drawbacks to current narrowband sensing methods. For
instance, weak signals that are below thermal noise cannot
be detected with energy detection [50]. Furthermore, so-
phisticated methods like autocorrelation and cyclo-sta-
tionary features demand a significant amount of processing
power, which is undesirable in portable devices [51].
However, they are far more complicated than cyclo-sta-
tionary detection. More complex techniques, such as those
based on Eigenvalues and sample covariance matrices, have
been studied in TVWS and can obtain a good probability of
detection [52]. )ese methods must undergo more com-
plexity reduction research to be implemented on real-time
hardware. High sample rates, high-resolution A/D con-
verters, and fast signal processors are necessary for wideband
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spectrum sensing [53]. It is difficult to create wideband
spectrum sensing systems that meet these characteristics
while still being simple and inexpensive to compute [54].
Wideband spectrum sensing has achieved significant ad-
vancements previously, yet there are still many problems in
this field [55–63].

Estimating the wideband signal’s sparseness degree is
crucial since it serves as background information for
choosing the right number of observations [64]. However, in
a rapidly evolving distributed environment, it is challenging
to continue learning this prior knowledge [65]. )e intricacy
of cumulative wideband detecting, or sensing time, may also
rise with the addition of additional procedures to assess the
sparsity of this wideband signal. Compressive wideband
sensing with an uncertain level of sparsity will be required by
future cognitive radio systems. )erefore, creating blind
subNyquist wideband sensing methods that do not require
knowledge of the wideband signal’s sparsity to execute
spectrum reconstruction will be a difficult task.

Choosing the number of measures is difficult as well.
)is figure is based on the wideband signal’s fluctuating
sparsity level. Some researchers reported using a set sparsity
level while adjusting the number of measurements. )e
wideband signal’s sparsity level varies with time in practice,
making it challenging to predict. )erefore, wideband
sensing methods that intelligently choose the right number
of observations without knowing the sparsity level before-
hand are required [66].

How to manage noise uncertainty presents another
difficulty. A static threshold that is dependent on the noise
level is used by most compressive wideband spectrum
sensing techniques. )ese sensing methods are inaccurate
because the noise is unknown. Techniques to deal with
uncertainty have been suggested in a few research articles,
including some that employ probabilistic models. )e
performance of the classifier of the sensing systems must
then be improved through assessment of the noise [67].

Another problem is that shadowing, fading, and noise
uncertainty constantly make it difficult to discern a principal
user signal. Cooperative spectrum sensing has been sug-
gested as a potential remedy to lessen these effects by in-
creasing the detection rate by making use of geographical
variety. )e cooperating nodes use subNyquist or Nyquist-
based methods to carry out narrowband sensing. Most of the
research to date has concentrated on the centralized co-
operative model, in which the sensing nodes utilize either
hard decision or soft combining techniques to communicate
their sensing results to the fusion centre via a common
control channel [68–72]. Overall, spectroscopic and energy
efficiency should be the sole goals while addressing the safety
issue. Investigators have neglected two factors: quality and
energy effectiveness.

3.2.1. Summary. )e following list includes the main ob-
stacles/problems that researchers encounter when creating
CSS approaches for CRN that could affect the system’s
performance.

Channel Uncertainty. Due to multipath channel fading or
occlusions, received signal intensity is unpredictable in
wireless communication networks, and the receiver may
incorrectly interpret the existence of PUs as a result.

Co-Operation Overhead. Any additional sensing duration,
latency, power, and performance loss are referred to as
overhead. Variations across CR users are observed while
preserving these criteria for collaboration, which may
lead to a reduction in the ability to detect accessible
spectrum.

Decision Fusion. )e sensing choice in CSS can be either
hard (0/1) or soft. When there are few CR users, soft de-
cisions work well, and when there are many cooperating

Table 3: Performance comparison of wide band spectrum sensing models.

Sensing strategy Approach Merits Demerits
FFT detector [38] Nyquist WB Noncoherent Require high sampling rate
Wavelet detector [39, 43] Nyquist WB Edge detector High computational complexity
Filter-bank detector [40] Nyquist WB High performance High computational complexity
Compressive sensing [41, 44–49] Subnyquist WB Low sampling rate Dynamic behaviors for sparsity level

Table 2: Performance comparison of narrow band spectrum sensing models.

Sensing strategy Approach Merits Demerits
Energy detector
[19–23] Sensing Does not really necessitate understanding of

the principal system and is incoherent Noise- and uncertainty-prone

Matched filter
[24–26] Sensing Less time needed to achieve high processing

gain
Computational complexity depends on the primary

network
Feature detection
[27–32] Sensing Fast sensing as compared to energy detection Higher accuracy requires a longer length of known

sequences that results in lower efficiency of the spectrum
Receiver
statistics [33–35] Monitor Monitoring during reception Sensitive to receiver impairments

Energy ratio
[36, 37] Monitor Insensitive to receiver impalements May require long monitoring cycle
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users in the same region, hard decisions work just as well as
soft ones. However, implementing soft judgments in large
networks becomes a difficult task because it adds a lot of
complexity to the fusion rules while combining a lot of data.

Interference Temperature Measurement. A CR user is nat-
urally aware of its transmit power level and, with the aid of a
positioning system, its exact location, but is not aware of
PUs. As a result, its transmission may seriously interfere
with a nearby receiver using the same frequency.

Mobility. Performance in terms of sensing could be sig-
nificantly impacted by mobility in CRN. )e ideal sensing
and transmission time of a stationary CRN model might not
be well suited for a mobile CRNmodel due to the movement
nature of PU or SU or both. On the other hand, collabo-
ration between SUs is difficult because of mobility.

4. Conclusion

In general, networks that are wireless and WSN face totally
new forms of security vulnerabilities because of the cognitive
radio paradigm. It makes developing efficient security
models and mechanisms extremely difficult. Wireless se-
curity in cognitive radio networks, on the other hand, has
obtained less attention, even though security is anticipated to
be critical to the technology’s long-term commercial success.
Various spectrum sensing approaches are discussed, in-
cluding energy discovery, cyclo-stationary-based discovery,
and obliging band sensing, as well as their benefits and
drawbacks. Furthermore, attacks in the CRNs are classified,
and major aids to combating these security issues are
studied. )e study has covered several existing security
techniques to fight against these dangers and attacks in
addition to identifying numerous threats. A complete tax-
onomy of the assaults is also offered, as well as their asso-
ciated security measures. Some significant research
difficulties in CR networks are recognized and briefly
reviewed, particularly from the standpoint of security and
privacy. )ese issues must be solved by the research com-
munity soon if CWSN implementation in essential and
sensitive real-world applications is to be made possible.

By 2020, there are predicted to be billions of wireless
devices connected to the Internet, making it likely that
getting access to the radio spectrum would be quite difficult.
One of the most pressing problems that still needs to be
solved is this one. Spectrum access issues could potentially
be resolved with cognitive radio technology. In this work, we
examined cognitive radio technology’s most recent devel-
opments and difficulties, particularly in wideband spectrum
sensing research. We divided the sensing methods into two
primary groups: narrowband spectrum sensing and wide-
band spectrum sensing. )en, the scope for open directions
is considered after presenting techniques from each area.
)is survey also addresses how cognitive radio technology
might be implemented into the next networks to address
issues with radio spectrum access. Finally, we go over a few
unexplored avenues for study into attacks on secure spec-
trum sensing and transmission.
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